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The challenges

Our Solution – Enterprise Risk Accelerator

The increasing number and complexity of
risks leave risk management teams
overwhelmed with risk workload.

Deloitte’s Enterprise Risk Accelerator has been developed using extensive industry experience
underpinned by RSA Archer® GRC Platform. This partnership between Deloitte and RSA Archer® can help
elevate risk management from traditional silo-ed approach to an integrated framework promoting
collaboration action with a defined risk appetite

The benefits
Benefits from the Enterprise & Operational
Risk Management module are as follows:

Proactive Risk Management
Unclear Accountability
Difficulty in establishing clear
accountability due to duplicated work
done and lack of audit trail
Lack of Communication
Different teams in organisation working
in silo leading to lack of communication
between three line of defense

Identify risk in a consolidated
and proactive approach to
effectively manage risk

Better Decision Making
Risk intelligence gathered
allows senior management to
make prompt and informed
business decision

Risk
Identification

Monitoring
and Review
Administrative tasks Overload
Time spent more on administrative task
rather than risk management
Real-time Visibility
Misalignment of Objectives
Organisation risk appetite not aligned
with risk practices framework

Real-time, accurate reporting
and dashboard allows senior
management a one-stop view
of how risks are contained and
controlled

Limited Visibility for Oversight

Deloitte Industry Expertise

Risk reporting not comprehensive due
to lack of meaningful risk data leading
to low visibility for oversight

Deloitte GRC professionals with
years of industry experience and
proven methodologies shall
support you in your GRC journey
by transforming your risk
management framework to drive
efficiency and effectiveness
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Common Taxonomy
Aggregated Accuracy
Central source of risk and control
information establishes
consistency and accountability
across all business functions

Common risk language and terminology
with standardisation of methodologies
and framework
Clear Accountability
Accountability clearly defined with audit
trail

Risk
Classification

Increase in collaboration

Enterprise Risk
Management

Risk
Mitigation

Risk
Analysis
Risk
Treatment

Risk Insights and Awareness
Single source of truth allows risk
analysis and insights to detect
emerging risk and common
taxonomy where risk awareness
culture can be formed

Adjustment and Remediation

RSA Archer Enterprise & Operational Risk
Management
RSA Archer® offers the ability to
assess, monitor and address risks
consistently by consolidating risk
information from across your
organisation in one central
solution.

Risk intelligence captured allows
business to better optimise and
modify risk likelihood through
collaboration and better tracking
of action plans

Increase in communication and
collaboration between three line of
defense
Automation of Tasks
Automation of administrative task
leading to increase focus on risk
management
Aligned Corporate Objectives
Organisational corporate objective and
risk appetite aligned with risk
operations

Real-Time Reporting
Real time reporting leading to better
risk oversight Presentation title
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RSA Archer Close Up – Enterprise & Operational Risk Management
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For more information, please contact:

Philip Chong

Annie Lim

Executive Director, Risk Advisory
pchong@deloitte.com

Director, Risk Advisory
anlim@deloitte.com
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